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THE PROBLEM AND ITS SOLUTION

The nation's transit agencies need to have access to a program that can provide authoritatively researched, specific, limited-scope studies of legal issues and problems having national significance and application to their businesses. The TCRP Project J-5 is designed to provide insight into the operating practices and legal elements of specific problems in transportation agencies.

The intermodal approach to surface transportation requires a partnership between transit and other transportation modes. To make the partnership work well, attorneys for each mode need to be familiar with the legal framework and processes of the other modes. Research studies in areas of common concern will be needed to determine what adaptations are necessary to carry on successful intermodal programs.

Transit attorneys have noted that they particularly need information in several areas of transportation law, including

- Environmental standards and requirements;
- Construction and procurement contract procedures and administration;
- Civil rights and labor standards; and
- Tort liability, risk management, and system safety.

In other areas of the law, transit programs may involve legal problems and issues that are not shared with other modes; as, for example, compliance with transit-equipment and operations guidelines, FTA initiatives, private-sector programs, and labor or environmental standards relating to transit operations. Emphasis is placed on research of current importance and applicability to transit and intermodal operations and programs.

APPLICATIONS

Public transit agencies face the potential for liability under federal and state environmental laws. Liability may be imposed for the costs of cleanup of hazardous wastes on transit-owned property, and the agency may face not only the costs and effort of litigation, but delays in construction and the need for additional staff time, both of which can add to costs. There is also the uncertainty of future costs. An agency may be involved because of its own earlier dumping or disposal activities or because the agency acquired land for development that had been contaminated by a previous owner. This potential for increased costs comes at a time when these agencies must deal with shrinking budgets and expenses of replacing aging infrastructure and equipment.

This report is intended to provide insight into the potential liability of transit agencies for hazardous waste, and methods and policies that would avoid or reduce the potential liability. This publication should be useful to transit administrators, attorneys, planners, engineers, financial officials, development and contracting officers, and contract managers.
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INTRODUCTION

Few laws have created as much concern and confusion for transportation agencies as federal environmental laws, specifically the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA) and the Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act (SARA). This article will first briefly review federal environmental laws and their underlying policies and look at how both federal and state laws can affect transit agencies. Next, the article will examine the liability of transit agencies under CERCLA in different capacities: as owners, operators, generators, and transporters. In the third section of this article, a survey of transportation agencies will be used to identify both the familiar and the recurring fact patterns that have resulted in inclusion in a lawsuit or ultimate liability for cleanup and the defenses commonly used by transit agencies. Available defenses will be examined and explained, and those potential defenses most useful to transit agencies caught up in environmental litigation will be identified. Defenses examined will include both possible defenses to liability and equitable apportionment of damages among those parties found liable.

The focus of this article will then shift to preventative measures that transit agencies should take to avoid future liability under CERCLA. The preventative measures discussed will be forward-looking with respect to the handling of hazardous waste. Finally, this article will suggest measures to take when a transit agency is named as a potentially responsible party in a lawsuit for cleanup relating to past hazardous waste handling practices. The purpose of the analysis in this article is to give transportation agencies a basic understanding of what CERCLA liability is, how it works, and what it means to the agency. Further, it is to make agencies aware of potential exposure and how to prevent future liability. Armed with this information, transportation agencies will be better prepared to deal with CERCLA and an environmental lawsuit when the situation arises.

A. OVERVIEW OF FEDERAL AND STATE ENVIRONMENTAL LAWS AND THEIR IMPACT ON TRANSIT AGENCIES

I. Overview of Federal Environmental Laws

Since the 1960s the federal government has enacted many environmental laws. The general goal of these statutes is to clean up substances harmful to the environment and the general public. Regulations and cleanup efforts are aimed at ensuring clean air, clean water, and clean soil. In its declaration of national environmental policy, Congress identified the federal government's goal as promoting conditions under which man and nature can exist in harmony by preserving the environment, while allowing a productive society. Congress also recognized that each person has a responsibility to contribute to the preservation and enhancement of the environment. In 1967, Congress amended the Clean Air Act to regulate emissions of toxic substances into the air. In implementing the Clean Air Act and amendments thereto, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) developed national ambient air quality standards for six criteria pollutants: carbon monoxide, sulfur dioxide, nitrogen oxide, ozone, particulate matter, and lead. The Clean Air Act and the regulations promulgated thereunder provide for both primary and secondary standards and for both short- and long-term standards relating to air quality. The Clean Air Act also regulates noncriteria pollutants, including arsenic, benzene, and asbestos. Under the new air toxics program, EPA is required to establish emissions standards for sources that have the potential to emit any of 189 listed hazardous air pollutants.

Congress amended the 1956 Clean Water Act in 1965 to require establishment of water quality criteria. The Clean Water Act and the regulations promulgated thereunder seek to regulate wastewater discharges either directly or through a publicly operated treatment works (POTW). Also in 1965, Congress enacted the Solid Waste Disposal Act in an attempt to regulate the land disposal of solid wastes.

By the early 1970s, it became readily apparent to Congress that the Solid Waste Disposal Act was woefully inadequate to prevent the improper disposal of solid wastes, especially hazardous wastes. As a result, Congress enacted the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) in 1976 as a means of regulating the management and disposal of solid waste from cradle to grave, or from generation through disposal. RCRA was enacted as a complete replacement of the Solid Waste Disposal Act.
Act. In 1984, RCRA was amended to specifically and comprehensively address the handling and disposal of hazardous wastes.\(^{11}\) Unlike CERCLA, RCRA has prospective application only.

RCRA and the regulations promulgated pursuant thereto regulate both generators\(^2\) and transporters,\(^3\) as well as treatment, storage, and disposal facilities (TSDF).\(^4\) Subtitle C of RCRA specifically addresses hazardous waste management and implements separate sets of regulations for large quantity generators (greater than 1,000 kilograms per month) and small quantity generators (between 100 and 1,000 kilograms per month). It also conditionally exempts generators that handle less than 100 kilograms of hazardous waste per month.\(^5\) RCRA regulates the manner and length of hazardous waste storage; provides detailed record-keeping requirements relating to the management of hazardous wastes; and requires programs for preparedness and for the prevention of spills, in addition to its land disposal restrictions and regulation of underground storage tanks.

RCRA provides a means for a state, at its option, to operate and enforce its own hazardous waste management regulations. To do so, a state must submit its program to EPA for its review and approval. The state program must be consistent with the federal program and must not be:

1. Unreasonably restrictive of, impede, or ban the free movement of hazardous waste across state boundaries;
2. Unreasonably protective of either human health or the environment; and
3. Less stringent than the federal program.\(^6\)

A majority of the states have opted to operate and enforce at least part of the federal program. To the extent a state has taken over administration and enforcement of the federal program, that part of the federal program is inapplicable.\(^7\)

In 1986, Congress enacted the Emergency Planning and Community Right to Know Act (EPCRA), which requires facilities to report the storage of hazardous chemicals to various state and community agencies, including the local fire department.\(^8\) Under EPCRA, reporting requirements are triggered when the amount of a hazardous substance equals or exceeds the “threshold planning quantity,” as established by regulation, which is different for each such substance.\(^9\) Ten thousand pounds is the standard threshold for most hazardous substances under federal law. Five hundred pounds is the standard threshold for most extremely hazardous substances. However, the more hazardous the chemical, the lower the reporting threshold will likely be.

In addition to EPCRA, there are also Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) hazard communication standards relating to workplace safety.\(^10\) Among the OSHA requirements applicable to transit agencies are the maintenance of Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS), use of warning labels on hazardous chemical containers, communication with and training of employees with regard to the dangers of hazardous chemicals, and preparation of a written hazard communication program.\(^11\)

Of particular importance to transporters is the Hazardous Materials Transportation Act (HMTA).\(^12\) The HMTA and the regulations promulgated thereunder by the Department of Transportation (DOT)\(^13\) regulate the safe transport of hazardous materials. The HMTA and its regulations include requirements for the classification of materials, packaging, transportation and handling, and incident reporting.

As can be seen by the variety and breadth of coverage of the foregoing federal environmental laws, it is important to recognize the existence and purpose of each to spot issues relating to the operations of any given transit agency. A full exposition of each statute is, however, beyond the scope of this paper. It is important to note that many of the statutes have citizens suit provisions allowing individuals to act as private attorneys general to enforce by injunction the various environmental laws and regulations. Further, the agency responsible for administering the particular environmental statute at issue has authority, in most instances, to impose civil penalties of $25,000 or more per day per violation.

The statutes previously reviewed are of prospective application only and regulate current management and disposal of pollutants. These statutes leave open the question of what to do with sites that have previously been seriously contaminated through the dumping and other disposal of hazardous substances. This is the subject of CERCLA, as amended by SARA (collectively known as CERCLA). CERCLA has been the basis for many complex and expensive lawsuits. Transit agencies need to have an understanding of what CERCLA is and how it works to effectively prevent or defend such suits. In addition, transit agencies need to understand how state environmental laws can work in conjunction with CERCLA.

\(^{13}\) 42 U.S.C. § 6923; 40 C.F.R. Pt. 263
\(^{14}\) 42 U.S.C. § 6924; 40 C.F.R. Pt. 264
\(^{15}\) 40 C.F.R. Pt. 262
\(^{16}\) 42 U.S.C. § 6926; 40 C.F.R. §§ 123.1 et seq., 271.1 et seq.
\(^{19}\) 42 U.S.C. § 11022(b); 40 C.F.R. § 370.20(b)
\(^{20}\) 29 C.F.R. § 1910 1200
\(^{21}\) Id.
\(^{22}\) 49 U.S.C. § 5101 et seq.
\(^{23}\) 49 C.F.R., Subtitle B, Chapter 1, Subchapter C, Pts 171 through 180
2. Review of Federal Law under CERCLA and the Policies Underlying Those Statutes

Congress passed CERCLA in 1980 for the purpose of providing a federal response to uncontrolled releases of hazardous substances. CERCLA can cover any type of industrial, commercial, or noncommercial facility even if other regulations apply to that facility. CERCLA was enacted to provide for funding of extensive environmental regulation through a "Superfund" trust. The idea was to fund this trust from taxes on special industries, such as crude oil and commercial chemical industries, rather than use general government revenues.

Several key objectives were hoped to be accomplished by CERCLA. The first was to develop a comprehensive program to set priorities for the nation's worst waste sites. Another objective was to clean up abandoned hazardous waste sites and make responsible parties pay for cleanup whenever possible. The most obvious objective was to set up a hazardous waste trust fund (Superfund) to pay for cleanup when responsible parties cannot be found or no longer exist, as well as to respond to emergency hazardous waste situations, including hazardous substance spills. Finally, CERCLA has the objective of advancing scientific and technological capabilities in all aspects of hazardous waste management, treatment, and disposal.

SARA was passed by Congress in 1986 to enhance CERCLA. SARA did not alter the basic principles of CERCLA, but it addressed certain issues as a means of strengthening CERCLA. One way this was accomplished was by increasing the size of the Superfund. Costs of cleaning up hazardous waste sites were far exceeding estimates made when CERCLA was originally passed. The Superfund is used to front funds for cleanup of sites. In a cost recovery suit, the potentially responsible parties (PRP) who are eventually found liable must pay their proportionate share back into the Superfund. While the Superfund is available for cleanup costs, the basic tenet remains the same—that the persons who caused the problem should clean it up or pay for such cleanup.

Another way SARA added to CERCLA was by strengthening EPA's authority under CERCLA. For example, SARA gave EPA the authority to mandate cleanup of hazardous waste sites and to enter into settlement agreements. SARA also established training requirements for employees who handle hazardous materials. Congress enacted SARA for two main purposes. First, Congress wanted to define notification responsibilities necessary for the development and implementation of state and local emergency response plans prepared in the event of the release of an extremely hazardous substance. Congress also wanted to define the reporting requirements that provide the public with important information on hazardous chemicals in their community. EPCRA was enacted as part of SARA to meet these purposes.

Overall, the general goal of CERCLA is to clean up the nation's worst hazardous waste sites with extreme vigor. This is so evident from the legislative history, prompting one author to observe that "fairness to potentially responsible parties ("PRPs") was not a major priority." In fact, the government has taken an expansive approach in defining and pursuing PRPs. Under CERCLA, a common way PRPs become involved is in a cost recovery suit. Such a suit can be initiated upon the release or threatened release of a hazardous substance from a facility that causes the government to incur response costs. Response costs include the cost of investigation, cleanup, and enforcement.

If a PRP falls within one of the three categories of responsible persons, that party is strictly liable. Liability may be joint and several, or liability may be apportioned. A PRP found to be a responsible party will be liable for cleanup costs of hazardous wastes. The Solid Waste Disposal Act definition of "hazardous waste" has been incorporated into CERCLA: "A solid waste, or combination of solid wastes, because of its quality, concentration, or physical, chemical, or infectious characteristics may—(A) cause...an increase in mortality or...serious...illness; or (B) pose a substantial...hazard to human health or the environment when improperly...managed." The characteristics that generally identify substances as hazardous are corrosivity, toxicity,

33 42 USC 9660 (Pub. L. No. 99-499 Title II § 209(b)), (Oct 17, 1986) 100 Stat. 1708
34 2 COOKE, supra note 17, § 12 05
35 Id
36 3 COOKE, supra note 17, § 14 01[1] at 14-15 Though the legislative history is scant, courts have attempted to effectuate clean up of hazardous waste sites as rapidly as possible "Fairness" is not a priority as demonstrated by the government's expansive approach to its definition of PRPs, thus pulling into the definition of a PRP entities that have been removed from the activities giving rise to CERCLA action by the passage of time or by corporate structure.
37 Id. at 14-16.
38 CADE, supra note 28, at 5
39 3 COOKE, supra note 17, § 14 01[2][d]
40 Discussed in more detail, infra Part B
41 42 USC 9607(a). See also CADE, supra note 28.
42 Id
43 42 U.S.C § 6903(5) (Solid Waste Disposal Act) CERCLA incorporates this definition into its definition of a "hazardous substance." See 42 U.S.C. § 9601(14) and 42 U.S.C. 6921(b).
ignitability, and reactivity. CERCLA provides some statutory exceptions to what is considered hazardous waste.

CERCLA is the springboard for the National Priorities List (NPL). This list identifies the nation's worst hazardous waste sites and targets them for cleanup. EPA may use money from the Superfund to commence cleanup and then seek reimbursement, or EPA may initiate a suit for cleanup. The former is known as a cost recovery suit; the latter is for a mandatory injunction. Liability under CERCLA includes the costs of investigating the site to determine whether to place the site on the NPL. Parties can be liable for cleanup costs whether or not those costs have already been incurred by the government. Enforcement costs can also be assessed against the parties.

Transit agencies may become involved in cost recovery suits or suits for cleanup at these sites. Frequently, transit agencies are named as PRPs because of disposal of the agencies' own waste products at the sites. The most problematic waste items for transit agencies are waste oil, waste tires, and used lead-acid batteries. Transit agencies may also become involved in CERCLA suits as an agency transporting waste for its customers. Involvement in CERCLA suits is a concern for transit agencies because the cost of CERCLA suits can be great. CERCLA suits are complex in that they involve a large number of parties and spin-off suits are common when the larger PRPs attempt to spread the cost of cleanup to smaller PRPs. Because the cost of defending these suits is great, and because the potential exposure to liability is great, transit agencies should familiarize themselves with CERCLA and other federal and state environmental laws to reduce the exposure to such liability.

3. Overview of State Law Affecting Hazardous Waste Liability

a. General Overview

All states have some statutory scheme of environmental laws. These statutes may range from comprehensive waste disposal regulations to statutes mirroring RCRA and CERCLA. Many states have their own funds available for certain types of cleanups under certain conditions. Knowledge of what statutes are in effect and how they work together with federal environmental laws is important to transit agencies. These laws can affect agencies as transporters in their business relationships, and they can affect agencies' day-to-day operations. Many states have been given the authority to administer their own RCRA programs, rendering the federal programs, at least in part, inapplicable. Because a state-by-state analysis is beyond the scope of this article, various state provisions will be discussed generally with some specific examples used for illustration.

Many state statutes have provisions similar to those in CERCLA that essentially mirror the federal program. For example, some states have their own priority lists of hazardous waste sites throughout the state. The states may also rank the sites by priority for cleanup similar to the NPL. Some states also have available their own funds to cover cleanup costs. When such funds are available, the state generally regulates the circumstances under which money may be expended from the fund. Hazardous substance release notification is required by some states, and some states may have in place a response action plan to clean up releases of hazardous substances.

An area where a state may differ slightly from CERCLA is in what damages may be available. States may allow for recovery of damages to natural resources or may allow for attorney fees. Some states have innovative provisions such as "superlien" provisions, voluntary cleanup programs, or property transfer restrictions. Some of these provisions and restrictions may be important to transit agencies when buying or selling property.

A "superlien" is a lien that can be imposed on property to guarantee payment of cleanup costs. Some states give priority to the superliens over other claims on the property. Connecticut's superlien statute, for example, provides that a lien shall be placed against real estate on which a spill occurred or from which the spill emanated. Such a lien takes precedence over all transfers and encumbrances recorded within the preceding 3 years of the superlien. New Hampshire gives the superlien priority over all prior encumbrances whether recorded or inchoate.

Voluntary cleanup programs are part of several states' environmental statutes in order to aid in cleanup and to lessen the burden on state agencies. These programs provide incentives for private parties to clean up a site. State involvement can vary from different degrees of oversight to approval of the cleanup. Participation in such voluntary programs may help shield a participant from future liability.

In Colorado, owners of contaminated property are permitted to submit for approval a cleanup proposal to the Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment (CDPHE). Included in the plan must be an environmental assessment of the property, a description of the risk posed to public health and the environment, and a description of relevant cleanup standards. Upon approval, the property owner has 24 months to complete cleanup. As an incentive to promote voluntary cleanup, the CDPHE may not use information given in the
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44 42 U.S.C. 692(a); 42 U.S.C. 9601(14).
45 See discussion on the petroleum exclusion, infra, Pt. D 2.
46 See 42 U.S.C. 9605 and CADE, supra note 28, at 5, 6 and 12.
47 3 COOKE, supra note 17, § 13 02[1]
48 Id.
49 Id.
50 Id.
51 CONN. GEN STAT § 22a-1330.
52 N H REV. STAT. ANN. § 147-B:10-b.
53 COLO. REV STAT § 25-16-301 et seq.
voluntary cleanup to seek penalties against the owner under environmental laws.

Unlike Colorado's program, Ohio's program is not limited to contaminated property owners; instead, any interested person can deal with site contamination and receive a covenant not to sue from the state. After the site meets the applicable cleanup standards, the Ohio Environmental Protection Agency will issue a covenant not to sue and will protect the owner from civil liability associated with further action at the site. Although titled as a "voluntary" program, parties in Ohio can use and benefit from this provision whether or not the action was truly voluntary. A similar form of contribution protection exists under CERCLA.

Some states impose property transfer restrictions on contaminated sites. Such restrictions may require that a property be "clean" before it may be sold or transferred, or that a notice of contamination must be recorded before the sale or transfer of the property. The Illinois Responsible Party Transfer Act of 1988 (RPTA) covers transfers of real estate presenting potential environmental liability. Under RPTA, a transferer of property must disclose any environmental defects. In addition, a disclosure document must be recorded with the appropriate county recorder's office and the Illinois Environmental Protection Agency. Violations of RPTA can result in liability for damages, costs, and attorney fees. Indiana has enacted a disclosure law that is very similar to that of Illinois.

Deed notice requirements are part of other environmental property transfer laws. Massachusetts requires that notice of any hazardous waste disposal must be recorded with the Registry of Deeds prior to transfer of the land. Texas requires that prior to disposal of industrial solid waste or municipal hazardous waste, a statement describing the planned disposal must be recorded in the county deed of records. The owner of the property used as a hazardous waste disposal facility must record in the deed to the property that it was used for the purpose of hazardous waste disposal.

b. Dealing With Used Items--Batteries, Tires, and Oil

Dealing with customers' waste that is transported is not one of the greatest concerns for transit agencies. Instead, the greatest concern is what to do with the transit agency's own waste products. For example, questions arise in the context of how to dispose of used vehicle batteries, worn-out tires, and used oil. This is a legitimate concern, especially for agencies that repair and service their own vehicles.

RCRA Regulation Of Reclaimable Wastes.--Certain reclaimable waste products commonly generated by transit agencies are exempt from RCRA regulations on hazardous waste if the wastes are reclaimed and certain other conditions are met. Thus, the reclamation of spent lead-acid batteries, industrial ethyl alcohol, and used oil are exempt from regulation under RCRA so long as the materials are properly reclaimed. The fact that RCRA may provide an exemption to these materials if reclaimed under certain circumstances is not, however, the end of the inquiry. As stated earlier, many states have adopted their own hazardous waste programs, which may not be less stringent than the federal RCRA program. The RCRA standards should be viewed as minimum standards subject to state enhancement. Therefore, a resort to state law is always going to be required to make a final determination concerning the proper disposition of these materials.

Reclamation Of Spent Lead-Acid Batteries.--One item of environmental concern to transit agencies is the disposal of spent lead-acid batteries used in trucks, buses, and other vehicles. Such batteries contain lead and sulfuric acid, the disposal of which can be harmful to the environment. Under RCRA regulations, generators and transporters of spent lead-acid batteries are not regulated so long as the batteries are reclaimed. Thus, it is important for a transit agency to use a properly licensed reclaimer, who may simply be the local retailer, in disposing of its spent lead-acid batteries. If properly reclaimed, the spent batteries will not be considered a RCRA hazardous waste.

For this reason, most states prohibit disposal of lead-acid batteries and require recycling. Typically, an agency must take the used battery to one of three places: a battery recycling center, a battery retailer, or a state approved lead smelter. A recycling center or lead smelter will remove the harmful lead for reuse. A retailer may only be required to take used batteries in a number that matches the number of new batteries purchased. The retailer is then responsible for ensuring that the batteries go to the proper recycling center.

Reclamation Of Industrial Ethyl Alcohol.--Waste industrial ethyl alcohol, widely used as a solvent, is generally considered to be a RCRA hazardous waste as a result of its characteristic ignitability and/or its potential contamination through mixture with other hazardous wastes. So long as waste industrial ethyl alcohol is reclaimed, however, it is excluded from RCRA regulation. Reclamation Of Used Oils.--On September 10, 1992, EPA promulgated regulations governing the management of used oil that is reclaimed and recycled. If the
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Used oil aggregation points are subject to the used oil generator management standards. Aggregation points may also accept do-it-yourself oil.

Generators who transport their own used oil other than in compliance with the small quantity exceptions cited above must comply with the transporter management standards. Those standards apply to anyone who transports used oil, collects and transports used oil, or owns or operates a used oil transfer facility.

While the foregoing items are exempt from regulation under the federal RCRA statutes and regulations if properly reclaimed, the inquiry does not end there, as many states have statutory analogues to RCRA that either render the RCRA regulation inapplicable or add additional requirements. As a result, it is important that transit agencies be alert to state laws both where they are located and where they dispose of such items. For example, in addition to the RCRA reclamation requirements, states may place similar disposal requirements on other vehicle fluids, such as anti-freeze, brake fluid, and automatic transmission fluid.

Another area of concern for transit agencies is the disposal of waste tires, which are tires that because of wear, damage, or defect are not repairable or retreadable. Many states prohibit the disposal of whole tires in landfills. Tires may need to be shredded or split into small particles for disposal. As with used batteries, waste tires may be traded in with the purchase of new tires, and the retailers would then be responsible for proper disposal or recycling.

Disposal of used or waste products from routine maintenance of vehicles should be examined with both federal and state laws in mind. Improper disposal of batteries, tires, oil, and other fluids could trigger an agency’s involvement in a cleanup of a particular site under federal laws. Even proper disposal of such items under RCRA does not insulate a party from potential CERCLA liability because RCRA compliance is not a defense under CERCLA. Additionally, state fines can be levied. Improper disposal of used batteries, for example, can bring fines of up to $1,000 per battery in some states. Fines can also be imposed on a per tire basis or for quantities of used oil improperly disposed. For this reason, transit agencies should research and know the state laws of where they are located or where they do business.

The state statutes discussed above are by no means an exhaustive or thorough examination of state environmental laws. These illustrations should help alert transit agencies to some of the state environmental laws and regulations in addition to federal laws. In states that have environmental regulations similar to or narrower in scope than CERCLA, agencies may be able to use CERCLA as their guide through clean up and litigation. However, an agency should take care to check for additional
state requirements. Some, like the voluntary cleanup provisions, could be greatly beneficial. Others, like property transfer restrictions, may cause problems in property sale and acquisition. Day-to-day operations could be affected by recycling and disposal requirements for used batteries, tires, and oil. Whatever the case may be, transit agencies need to look at federal and state laws together to take the most beneficial path toward cleanup or avoiding liability.

c. Underground Storage Tanks And Above-Ground Storage Tanks

As part of their normal business operations, many transit agencies keep USTs or above-ground storage tanks (AST). Typically, agencies use these tanks for the storage of oil or fuel used in servicing trucks, buses, or other vehicles. ASTs are tanks completely above the ground, and USTs are tanks partially or entirely below the ground and not in a basement area.

The problem agencies face with ASTs and USTs is that eventually even a well-constructed tank will develop leaks through pinholes or through areas that have corroded over time. This can cause contamination of the soil and any ground or surface waters at or near the tank site.

Most states regulate ASTs, USTs, or both. A common way states regulate ASTs and USTs is through registration requirements. Typically, each tank must be registered with the state's environmental agency or other governing body. Along with registration of tanks, the owner may be required to pay a registration fee plus annual fees. These fees are used to fund the state's AST or UST funds.

Tank owners should keep themselves in compliance with registration requirements and current in payment of fees. Tank owners who are in compliance may then be entitled to state funds to help pay for cleanup when a spill or a leak is detected from the owner's tanks. Availability of state funds is greatly beneficial, especially to small-business owners for whom large environmental cleanup costs could result in bankruptcy.

States may also have provisions regulating the transfer of property where ASTs and USTs are located. States may require that all tanks on the property be registered and up-to-date on payment of fees before transfer of the property is permitted. Owners who fail to register tanks or who fail to pay the required fees may be subject to hefty fines. These delinquent owners may be unable to sell the property without spending a large amount of money to bring the tanks up-to-date. For this reason, many properties with nonregistered tanks have been abandoned. The large amount of fees and penalties makes the property unattractive to prospective buyers. States have addressed this problem by making certain allowances such as grace periods to register tanks.

Transit agencies need to be aware of state AST and UST regulations both for tanks on property the agency already owns and for tanks on property the agency buys. If the agency is in compliance, state funds would be greatly beneficial when a leak occurs. If not in compliance, an agency may bear substantial fines.

d. State Laws

The information in Table 1 will aid agencies in identifying whether or not the agency should conduct research into state laws regarding waste disposal of USTs and ASTs. The table indicates areas where the state has enacted laws governing the disposal of used batteries, waste tires, and waste oil. Also indicated are states that regulate USTs and ASTs. State cleanup funds are available in most states under some circumstances. Although this information is not intended as a substitute for research of state law and is subject to change, it should give agencies some indication of what areas the agency needs to research further.

4. Impact on Transit Agencies

Transit agencies need to be aware not only of federal environmental laws, but also of environmental laws of the states in which they are located and the states to which any waste is transported. As discussed above, the ramifications of federal and state laws can be far-reaching, and liability for cleanup can run into the millions of dollars. For this reason, transit agencies should understand how these laws may affect them.

Depending upon the agency's level of involvement with hazardous materials, it could be held liable as an owner/operator, as a generator, or as a transporter.81 An agency may be a generator by virtue of disposing of its own hazardous waste. An agency may also be liable if it owns or acquires land found to be contaminated. Transporter liability may attach to agencies who transport hazardous materials. If an agency finds any of the fact scenarios discussed in Section C applicable to it, that agency should examine the environmental laws in its locale, as well as the federal environmental laws discussed throughout this article.

B. LIABILITY OF TRANSIT AGENCIES UNDER CERCLA

The purpose behind CERCLA was to create a broad definition of parties who may be liable for cleanup costs, and courts have interpreted CERCLA in line with that purpose. Liability under CERCLA is strict. Therefore, if a transit agency falls within the broad definition of responsible parties, that agency is liable for cleanup costs absent a recognized defense.82 Three categories of responsible parties are defined by CERCLA: (1) past and present owners and operators of a facility, (2) off-site generators who arranged for the transport of hazardous substances to a facility, and (3) transporters of hazardous

---

81 An excellent discussion of transit agency liability is found in Transportation Agencies as Potentially Responsible Parties at Hazardous Waste Sites by Deborah L. Cade, supra note 28.

82 Defenses to liability and defenses used in the apportionment of damages are discussed supra, Section D.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Used Batteries</th>
<th>Waste Tires</th>
<th>Waste Oil</th>
<th>UST</th>
<th>AST</th>
<th>Funds</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alabama</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alaska</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arizona</td>
<td>X X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arkansas</td>
<td>X X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California</td>
<td>X X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>X X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connecticut</td>
<td>X X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delaware</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>District of Columbia</td>
<td>X X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Florida</td>
<td>X X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia</td>
<td>X X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaii</td>
<td>X X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho</td>
<td>X X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illinois</td>
<td>X X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indiana</td>
<td>X X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa</td>
<td>X X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kansas</td>
<td>X X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kentucky</td>
<td>X X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisiana</td>
<td>X X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine</td>
<td>X X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryland</td>
<td>X X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Massachusetts</td>
<td>X X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan</td>
<td>X X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minnesota</td>
<td>X X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mississippi</td>
<td>X X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri</td>
<td>X X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montana</td>
<td>X X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nebraska</td>
<td>X X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nevada</td>
<td>X X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Hampshire</td>
<td>X X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Jersey</td>
<td>X X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Mexico</td>
<td>X X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>X X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Carolina</td>
<td>X X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Dakota</td>
<td>X X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio</td>
<td>X X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oklahoma</td>
<td>X X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oregon</td>
<td>X X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania</td>
<td>X X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puerto Rico</td>
<td>X X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhode Island</td>
<td>X X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Carolina</td>
<td>X X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Dakota</td>
<td>X X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tennessee</td>
<td>X X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texas</td>
<td>X X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah</td>
<td>X X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vermont</td>
<td>X X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virgin Islands</td>
<td>X X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virginia</td>
<td>X X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>X X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Virginia</td>
<td>X X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wisconsin</td>
<td>X X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wyoming</td>
<td>X X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
substances to a facility. The lines distinguishing these three categories of responsible parties are sometimes blurry. In addition, certain activities can create liability for a transit agency under more than one category. For these reasons, understanding the differences in the definitions of responsible parties is important.

1. Liability as an Owner/Operator

CERCLA defines "owner and operator" as any person owning or operating the facility that is the subject of the cleanup. This circumscription draws attention to the conjunctive rather than the disjunctive. Thus, "owner and operator" has been applied for practical purposes as owner or operator. Hence lies the possibility that a person who does nothing to prevent the dumping of waste will be held LIABLE, as will the tenant who exercises control over the property even though the tenant holds no true "ownership." Courts have broadly interpreted the owner and operator language in line with CERCLA's remedial purpose.

CERCLA liability can attach to current owners and operators of the property regardless of the current owner/operator's role, if any, in contributing to the hazardous substances at the site. Issues that have arisen in this regard include what quality of an interest in the property must be held to be considered an owner. Generally, an owner is one who holds the land in fee simple, but such is not always the case.

The statute uses the term "owner and operator," but in interpreting the phrase, courts seem to treat the phrase in the conjunctive rather than the disjunctive. Thus, "owner and operator" has been defined to mean owner or operator. A party with no fee simple title can be held as an owner and operator of a facility. When imposing CERCLA liability as an owner and operator on an individual with less than a fee simple interest, courts look to the issue of control of the deposit of hazardous substances on the property. Courts examine both actual control of the disposal of hazardous substances and the ability to control.

Under this line of reasoning, passive landlords who did nothing to prevent the dumping of waste will be held liable, as will the tenant who exercises control over the property even though the tenant holds no true "ownership" interest. This scenario has been extended to tenants who sublet the property and the subletter who disposes of waste on the property. Current owners of property who exercise no active participation in disposal activities may be held liable as owners, but not as operators. Even employees of companies and shareholders of corporations, under certain circumstances, may be held liable.

CERCLA liability extends to former owners and operators of the property; however, the statute expressly applies only to those prior owners and operators who owned or operated the facility at the time the disposal of hazardous substances occurred. The problem with this exclusion is that CERCLA defines "disposal" very broadly to include the discharge, deposit, injection, dumping, spilling, leaking, or placing of the hazardous materials such that the materials may enter the environment. Although active placement is not necessarily required, at least one court has construed the CERCLA definition of disposal to require some affirmative action so that passive migration of the substances will not trigger liability.

As noted earlier, courts treat the "owner and operator" language to mean owner or operator. A party with no ownership interest in the property may be held liable as an operator. Operator liability is imposed when a party directs the storage and disposal of hazardous waste on the site or when the party actually deposits the waste on the site; the liability may extend to a contractor who excavates a contaminated site and uncovers or spreads contamination. In addition, a party involved in a joint venture with another party who directs disposal or deposit of hazardous waste may be held liable as an operator.

Transit agencies can unknowingly put themselves in the position of being potentially responsible as an owner and operator or as a generator. Any hazardous waste problems on an agency's property could raise liability as an owner. Another potential situation for owner liability is when the transit agency acquires new land for expansion, such as widening a highway, extending an airport's runway, or constructing a new transit facility. If those properties acquired are contaminated when purchased, the agency may have to defend against CERCLA litigation as a current owner and operator.

2. Liability as a Generator

The second classification for PRPs under CERCLA is as a generator of hazardous substances, a person who arranges for the disposal or treatment of hazardous substances.

83 See 3 COOKE, supra note 17, § 14.01[2][b].
84 42 U.S.C A. § 9601(20)(A).
85 42 U.S.C A § 9607(a)(1) (To hold a current owner liable, CERCLA does not require hazardous substances to have been disposed of during the current owner's ownership)
86 3 COOKE, supra note 17, § 14.01[4][c][iii]. Excluded from the definition of "owner" are persons with only an indicia of ownership, such as to protect a security interest. See 42 U.S.C. § 9601(20)(A)
87 Id. § 14.01[4][c][ii][A]
88 Id.
89 See also United States v. SCRDI, 653 F Supp 984 (D S C. 1984)
90 Id.
92 See generally Annotation, Liability of Individuals Shareholder or Director of Corporation that Owned Contaminability Facility in Action pursuant to CERCLA, 122 ALR Fed. 321.
93 42 U.S.C § 9607(a)(2)
94 42 U.S.C §§ 6903(3), 9601(29)
95 United States v. CDMG Realty Co., 96 F.3d 706 (3d Cir 1996).
that the person owned or possessed. The definition continues and extends liability to any person who by contract or by agreement otherwise arranged for disposal or treatment, or arranged with a transporter for disposal or treatment, of hazardous substances owned or possessed by such person. The key word in this definition is "arrange." CERCLA does not define "arrange," but similar to most CERCLA provisions, courts have interpreted the term very broadly. Courts have construed language in the definition of a generator expansively to give effect to the congressional intent of charging all who participated in the generation and disposal of hazardous waste with the cleanup costs. Liability for environmental damage attaches only to parties who transact in hazardous substances for disposal or treatment.

Courts may decline to find liability as a generator if the person is selling a useful product. For example, one court found no liability for a company that manufactured and sold polychlorinated biphenyl’s (PCBs) to another company as a dielectric fluid for use in electrical equipment. Sale of a product per se is not a disposal arrangement giving rise to liability. Instead, to impose liability, additional evidence must show that the transaction included an arrangement for ultimate disposal. For this reason, courts will scrutinize the facts carefully when this argument is made to avoid liability as a generator. A party cannot contract away responsibility for hazardous waste disposal by simply calling itself a supplier or referring to the transaction as a sale.

As with owner/operator liability, generator liability is a fact-specific issue. The key is knowledge of the ultimate disposal. Some sort of affirmative action regarding disposal of hazardous waste is required before liability will be imposed. One court has held that liability ends with the party who made the crucial decision of how hazardous substances were to be disposed of or treated. However, courts will not apply the above rule to allow parties to use purposeful ignorance to escape liability. Because consent decrees are so commonly used in CERCLA cases, no court has dealt with this issue in detail. But the important aspect of generator liability is the act of arranging for the disposal of hazardous waste rather than the specific arrangement made. This suggests that a generator cannot escape liability even if the waste ends up at an unexpected location, such as a transporter choosing a different location or illegally dumping the waste. In such a situation, both the generator and the transporter of the waste can be held liable as generators. A transporter may also be held liable as a generator if the handling of the hazardous substances changes or worsens the nature of the substance. An example would be mixing wastes from two or more generators.

Transit agency operations can also create liability as a generator of hazardous waste. This can occur when the agency has to dispose of its own waste such as used batteries or waste tires, or when the agency attempts to recycle used oil. Because the term "arrange" is key in the definition of generator, an agency contracting to dispose of hazardous materials could find itself liable as a generator. Further, the fact that an agency complied with all current laws and regulations at the time of disposal is irrelevant to establishing liability under CERCLA, but may become relevant in the apportionment phase of the litigation.

3. Liability as a Transporter

The third class of PRPs defined by CERCLA is a transporter, who is any person who accepts or transported any hazardous substances for transport to disposal or treatment facilities or sites selected by such a person from which there is a release or threatened release. Courts have interpreted this definition literally, holding a person liable as a transporter if the person selects the disposal site. The transporter does not have to be the only person who selected the site, nor does the transporter have to have the final say in selection of the site. Courts will look for substantial input by the transporter in selecting the site and the decision maker's reliance on the alleged transporter's expertise in making the selection. Courts have rejected an agency defense that common carrier status insulates it from liability if it selects the site. Such a view by courts may be based on the idea that a sophisticated transporter is frequently in the best position to ensure proper disposal of waste.

On the contrary, when a transporter delivers hazardous substances to a location selected by another, the transporter is not liable for releases at the facility, but is liable for any releases occurring during the period of transportation. For example, a transporter will be liable
for spills or leaks as a result of improper loading or as a result of an accident en route.\textsuperscript{112} The pitfalls and complications of CERCLA are a source of great concern for transit agencies. Transit agencies need to know what situations are going to create liability as an owner/operator, generator, or transporter, and what situations will not result in liability. What agencies need to know is what to watch for and how to prevent future lawsuits. It is important for agencies to note that in addition to CERCLA liability, other federal and state environmental laws may impose additional responsibilities on agencies.

C. SURVEY OF TRANSIT AGENCIES THAT HAVE BEEN SUED UNDER CERCLA AND RELATED STATE ENVIRONMENTAL LAWS

As part of this research, a survey of transit agencies was conducted to identify any troublesome and recurring fact patterns that affect agencies with regard to environmental issues. Specifically, the focus was on fact patterns that give rise to inclusion in lawsuits and any fact patterns that give rise to the defenses available to parties who find themselves embroiled in environmental litigation. Of the more than 400 surveys sent out, approximately 6 percent of recipients (23 agencies) responded. This section is devoted to analyzing the actual issues that transit agencies are currently facing.

1. Questionnaire

After asking the identity of the agency and its location, the questionnaire asked if the agency had ever been sued or otherwise made a party in a state or federal environmental action. Upon an affirmative answer, the survey requested the agency to identify the court in which the action was brought and what fact scenario led up to the agency's inclusion in the suit. Participants were then asked to describe any defenses against liability that were used. The survey also requested a report of the outcome or resolution of the action. Finally, the survey asked transit agencies to identify the issues of main concern for the agency with regard to environmental laws.

2. Fact Patterns Producing Liability or Inclusion in Lawsuits

Only 8 of the 23 respondents to the survey have been or are currently involved in environmental litigation. Of those agencies, half indicated that the disposal of their agency's waste products was the basis for environmental lawsuits. Thus, the survey results indicated that transit agencies were more likely to be named as PRPs in a CERCLA litigation as a generator, than as either an owner/operator or a transporter. Specifically, agencies cited the disposal of used lead-acid batteries from agency vehicles and the disposal of used oil. Perhaps because of this, disposal of such items is a main area of concern for agencies. Typically, the lawsuits were cost-recovery suits brought against the agency and numerous other contributors to a waste site. One respondent to the survey indicated that an underground storage tank leak was the basis for a cleanup action. Five respondents were sued under CERCLA, and three respondents were sued pursuant to the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), a state law. CEQA is an area of concern for California agencies because of its extensive requirements of environmental studies and environmental impact reports.

3. Fact Patterns Giving Rise to Defenses to Liability

Many of the same defenses were indicated by the respondents. For example, in CERCLA actions, agencies have argued that the government failed to comply with CERCLA requirements for a cost-recovery suit. Agencies have also argued that the government exceeded its authority for cleanup costs. The underlying argument with this defense is that the government did not pick the most cost-effective method of cleaning up the site. Because the majority of all CERCLA cases end in settlement, gauging the effectiveness of such defenses is difficult. As discussed earlier, because the underlying purpose of CERCLA is to make sure that the sites get cleaned up, courts will take a broad view of what constitutes reasonable costs undertaken by a party initiating cleanup of a site.\textsuperscript{113} For this reason, an expensive cleanup method may be found reasonable, even if a less expensive alternative is available.\textsuperscript{114} Respondents also indicated defenses asserted to limit any apportioned amount of cleanup costs. For example, arguments that the harm was divisible were used to avoid joint and several liability. Other agencies argued that their contribution to the site was de minimus, or very slight, so that their portion of cleanup costs should be small. The defense most often asserted by agencies accused of violating CEQA was compliance with the law.

D. DEFENSES THAT MAY BE ASSERTED BY TRANSIT AGENCIES AGAINST LIABILITY

Once the court makes the determination that an agency is a PRP, avoiding CERCLA liability is difficult. Parties within the definition of responsible parties are strictly liable unless they can successfully raise an affirmative defense.\textsuperscript{115} The only statutory defenses to liability provided by CERCLA are an act of God,\textsuperscript{116} an act of war,\textsuperscript{117} or an act or omission of a third party.\textsuperscript{118} The
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third party upon whose act or omission this defense is based must have no connection, contractual or otherwise, with the party seeking to avoid liability. This means that a third party cannot be an employee or one contracted to dispose of the party's wastes. Courts will not allow parties to contract away liability to make this defense available.

Courts are reluctant to allow additional affirmative defenses at this stage of the litigation. Courts seem more receptive to equitable defenses during the apportionment stage, but some recent case law may indicate a change in this area. For this reason, transit agencies should consider an initial affirmative defense to liability. Some defenses to be considered include an Eleventh Amendment immunity of states, the petroleum exclusion found in CERCLA, the service station dealers exemption found in CERCLA, a condemnation defense to the voluntary ownership requirement, and a "due diligence" or "innocent landowner" argument Other defenses such as questioning CERCLA's retroactivity and whether CERCLA violates the Commerce Clause of the U.S. Constitution have met with little success. This section examines each of these potential defenses to liability.

1. Eleventh Amendment Immunity of States and "Arms of the State" from Private Suits

The first defense that may be available against liability is available only to transportation agencies that are state agencies. For those agencies, an argument can be made that the Eleventh Amendment of the U.S. Constitution shields the agency from a federal court claim or counterclaim brought by private individuals. In determining whether an entity is immune from suit under the Eleventh Amendment, courts will consider what state law calls the entity, whether the entity has political and financial autonomy, and whether the entity operates like a political subdivision. Generally, Eleventh Amendment immunity will only be extended if the agency is an "arm of the state" and not a separate entity or political subdivision. The Eleventh Amendment provides that "the Judicial power of the United States shall not be construed to extend to any suit in law or equity, commenced or prosecuted against one of the United States by Citizens of another State, or by Citizens or Subjects of any Foreign State." Thus, a state is generally immune from suits brought by private entities or individuals in federal court. Courts have construed this restriction to bar federal jurisdiction in cases in which a citizen sues the citizen's own state.

Federal jurisdiction over suits of unconsenting states was not contemplated by the Constitution when establishing the United States' judicial power. Two exceptions to state immunity from suit by private citizens exist. The first is when a state consents to suit. The second is when Congress abrogates state sovereign immunity by clearly expressing an intent to do so. It is the second of these two exceptions that is currently in a state of flux with regard to CERCLA litigation, as many of the CERCLA cost recovery suits are brought by private entities or individuals.

Previously, the U.S. Supreme Court in Pennsylvania v. Union Gas, a plurality opinion, ruled that Congress expressed a clear intent to abrogate state sovereign immunity and allow private suits when it passed CERCLA. In a more recent Supreme Court decision, Seminole Tribe of Florida v. Florida, the court revisited the issue of congressional abrogation of Eleventh Amendment immunity and explicitly overturned the previous decision. This case did not specifically address CERCLA, but it overturned the basis upon which private citizens had previously been permitted to sue states under CERCLA, namely under the Commerce Clause.

In light of this decision, one district court has dismissed a private citizen's CERCLA claims against a state. In Prisco v. New York, the court held that state sovereign immunity applies unless abrogated by Congress under the Fourteenth Amendment or waived by the state itself. The court found that neither had occurred in this case, and dismissed all of plaintiffs CERCLA claims against state defendants. However, the plaintiff had also alleged claims under RCRA; the court found that these claims could go forward, as they were for "prospective injunctive relief," and therefore were permissible under the Ex parte Young doctrine. The court noted that the CERCLA claims "cannot survive under the Ex parte Young exception to sovereign immunity" since the CERCLA claims were "limited to damages as allowed by [42 USC] section 9607." The court distinguished the "private enforcement action" allowed the plaintiff under

---
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RCRA’s citizen suit provision from the "detailed remedial scheme for the enforcement against a State of a statutorily created right" at issue in Seminole Tribe.135

Thus, transportation agencies that are "arms of the state" may have a viable defense to a suit for apportionment or recoupment brought by private parties. By claiming the agency is immune from suit under the Eleventh Amendment, the agency may be able to protect itself from even initial liability under CERCLA.

2. The Petroleum Exclusion

CERCLA contains certain exclusions from its definition of hazardous substances. One such exclusion is the petroleum exclusion. CERCLA excludes from its definition of hazardous substances:

[Petroleum, including crude oil or any fraction thereof which is not otherwise specifically listed or designated as a hazardous substance and the term does not include natural gas, natural gas liquids, liquified natural gas, or synthetic gas usable for fuel (or mixtures of natural gas and such synthetic gas)]136

To fall within the exclusion, use of the petroleum must not result in elevated levels of hazardous substances.137 Stated another way, the used oil must not contain higher levels of hazardous substances than those contained in new or virgin oil.

The exclusion does allow for small amounts of hazardous substances such as those occurring naturally in oil or the small amounts added during the refining process.138 The exclusion extends to used petroleum products limited to instances when the use did not cause an increase in the concentration of hazardous substances. Additionally, a party cannot use the petroleum exclusion to the extent the used oil contains nonindigenous hazardous substances or a higher concentration of indigenous hazardous substances as a result of use of the oil.139 The used oil will also fall outside the exclusion if hazardous substances are added to or mixed with virgin oil. For example, the Third Circuit found that the petroleum exclusion did not apply to an emulsion used during a hot rolling process when hazardous substances were added during the process.140

Transportation agencies should note that the petroleum exclusion is not an affirmative defense, but is instead a statutory exception. One court has found that the party asserting this statutory exception will bear the burden of proving that it meets the exception.141 This exception could prove valuable for an agency not only with respect to materials it is contracted to haul, but also with the oil and other petroleum products used in its day-to-day operations.

Disposal of its own waste can make an agency liable as a generator of hazardous substances. The petroleum exclusion may allow an agency to escape liability under CERCLA if the agency has done nothing more than dispose of used oil or other lubricants used in trucks, buses, airplanes, and other vehicles and the agency can prove that no new hazardous contaminants were added to the used oil. If an agency chooses to use this exception, the agency must take care not to mix the oil with other substances and must check to make sure that its use of the oil did not cause higher levels of contaminants. Annual testing and documentation should occur with regard to each type and source of used petroleum products to rely on this exemption. The test results should be maintained and/or stored indefinitely as CERCLA actions may reach back in time indefinitely.

3. Service Station Dealers Exemption

The next "defense" that could be available to some transportation agencies is the service station dealers exemption. A service station dealer is defined as "any person...where a significant percentage of the gross revenue of the establishment is derived from the fueling, repairing, or servicing of motor vehicles."142 The exemption from CERCLA liability applies to the release of recycled oil if the oil is not mixed with any other hazardous substance and is stored, treated, transported, or managed in compliance with applicable regulations or standards.143

The aim of the service station dealers exemption was to encourage gas stations, service stations, and oil change businesses to recycle the oil used in their business and to accept for recycling the oil from "do-it-yourself" individuals who change their own oil.144 Because waste oil is usually a big concern for transportation agencies, this exemption could be valuable. But, because the definition of a "service station dealer" requires a significant proportion of gross revenue to come from the listed activities, this exception will be limited to a small number of transit agencies who fit that description. Like the petroleum exclusion, the service station dealers exemption will not exempt waste oil that has a higher concentration of hazardous substances by mixing or through use.

4. Other Potentially Applicable Defenses

The petroleum exclusion and the service station dealers exemption are both statutory "defenses" to liability
under CERCLA. Recently, courts have shown a willingness to entertain nonstatutory defenses such as Constitutional arguments and interpretations of CERCLA according to general principles of law. Below is a discussion of four defenses that have been tried with some success. These are defenses to the liability portion of a CERCLA action after an agency has been named a PRP.

a. Condemnation as a Defense

One potential defense that may be available to transit agencies applies to those governmental agencies, not otherwise immune under the Eleventh Amendment, that acquire contaminated property by eminent domain. At first glance, one of the statutory defenses seems applicable, namely, when third parties have contaminated the property. The problem with the third-party defense is that the agency has a contractual relationship with the previous owner when it purchases contaminated property, thus precluding use of this defense. However, CERCLA excludes from the definition of an owner and operator a governmental entity that acquires the property involuntarily. Transit agencies may be able to argue that acquisition of a property is not voluntary. The reasoning behind this is that unlike private parties who may choose whether or not to buy a piece of land, transportation agencies may have little or no choice in which property to buy for expansion. Replacement or expansion of a highway, for example, may be mandated, and the agency must purchase land abutting the current highway.

This defense, commonly called the condemnation defense, is available to a government agency that has the power of eminent domain whether or not condemnation proceedings took place. A party may use this defense after a direct purchase because the party could have proceeded with condemnation; thus the property was under threat of condemnation. To raise this defense, the party must purchase land abutting the current highway.

CERCLA allows for a limited affirmative defense based on the absence of causation, known as the innocent landowner defense. This defense allows the present owner to be shielded from liability if the landowner can establish by a preponderance of the evidence three things. First, the landowner must prove that another party was the sole cause of the contamination. Second, the other, responsible party must not have caused the contamination with a contractual agency or employment relationship with the owner. Third, the owner must have exercised due care to guard against foreseeable acts of the third party. When determining the validity of the innocent landowner defense, courts will look at whether the landowner followed commercially reasonable and customary practices, any special knowledge or experience of the landowner, the relationship between the purchase price and the actual fair market value of the property, what information was reasonably ascertainable, and how easily the contamination could be detected.

b. "Due Diligence" or the Innocent Landowner Defense

Another potential defense that may be available is the "due diligence" argument, also known as the "innocent landowner" defense. As discussed previously, all current owners are generally held liable under CERCLA even if no dumping occurred during their ownership period.
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Court decisions\textsuperscript{157} that seemed to erode the traditional presumption against retroactive legislation. The court found that Landgraf confirmed the validity of such presumption, but did not set forth a new rule of law regarding retroactive application of legislation. The court also interpreted Landgraf as not requiring a clear statement of congressional intent, but instead as requiring clear evidence of congressional intent.\textsuperscript{158}

The court relied heavily on an early CERCLA case that reasoned that Congress implicitly authorized retroactive application of some provisions in CERCLA by affirmatively limiting retroactive application of one category of liability, namely, damages to natural resources.\textsuperscript{159} The court reasoned that if the presumption against retroactivity was sufficient to preclude recovery for preenactment response costs, then the presumption would be sufficient to preclude pre-enactment damages. This result was not intended, according to the court. The court reviewed the legislative history of CERCLA and concluded that the legislative history provided ample evidence of clear intent to provide for retroactive application of CERCLA liability provisions.\textsuperscript{160}

Another case that explored this issue was United States v. Olin.\textsuperscript{161} At the district court level, the court refused to sign a consent decree and dismissed the action with prejudice. One reason for this ruling is that the court found that Congress did not clearly express its intent that the liability provision of CERCLA be retroactive.\textsuperscript{162} The district court in Olin interpreted Landgraf much differently than did the court in Nevada, and it did not follow prior CERCLA cases that found the statute to apply retroactively. The district court reasoned that these earlier cases demonstrated little regard for the presumption against retroactivity. \textsuperscript{163}

This district court decision gave defendants another viable argument for a defense to liability, but only for a short time. Upon appeal, the Eleventh Circuit reversed the district court's ruling and remanded the case for further proceedings.\textsuperscript{164} The court found that although CERCLA contains no explicit statement regarding retroactive application, language elsewhere in CERCLA confirms the congressional intent that the statute should be retroactively applied.\textsuperscript{165}

This Eleventh Circuit decision reversed the only case thus far that found that CERCLA should not be applied retroactively. Because of this, it would be reasonable to insert, especially in other circuits, that CERCLA should not be applied retroactively.

d. The Commerce Clause

Another defense that has been argued also suffered a blow at the reversal of the district court in Olin. Based on the facts in Olin, the district court found that CERCLA, as applied, exceeded the powers of Congress under the Commerce Clause of the United States Constitution.\textsuperscript{166} This holding stemmed from the recent Supreme Court ruling in United States v. Lopez.\textsuperscript{167} In Lopez, the Supreme Court struck down a federal gun statute as an attempted exercise of police power over matters historically falling within local government jurisdiction\textsuperscript{168} and as an attempt to regulate an activity with no substantial effect on interstate commerce.\textsuperscript{169} Lopez requires that a genuine causal connection exist between the regulated activity and interstate commerce.\textsuperscript{170} Applied to the facts of Olin, the district court found it doubtful that the object of CERCLA was the regulation of economic activity that affected interstate commerce.\textsuperscript{171} The circuit court disagreed. The court reversed and remanded the case and reasoned that CERCLA regulates a class of activities that substantially affects interstate commerce.\textsuperscript{172}

Like the retroactivity argument, the reversal of Olin makes it unlikely that a Commerce Clause argument would succeed. Both the retroactivity and the Commerce Clause arguments only apply to federal law actions. Even if these arguments were viable, transit agencies would have to contend with any applicable state laws.

e. Statute of Limitations Defense

In a government and/or private party cost recovery action under Section 107(a) of CERCLA, the statute of limitations depends upon the type of cleanup action undertaken. If the action is one to recover costs relating to the removal of hazardous substances, the action must be brought "within three years after completion of the removal action" or within 6 years after EPA determines to grant a waiver under CERCLA Section 104(c)(1)(C).\textsuperscript{173} Suits to recover costs associated with remedial actions must be brought "within 6 years after initiation of physical on-site construction of the remedial action, except that, if the remedial action is initiated within 3 years after the completion of the removal action,"\textsuperscript{174} the cost of removal action may be recovered in the remedial action.
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thus extending the statute of limitations, under those circumstances, to the full 6 years.\(^\text{175}\)

Courts interpreting when cost recovery actions are deemed to accrue, for statute of limitations purposes, focus on when the response activity, either removal or remedial, has been completed. For these purposes, and given the remedial nature of CERCLA, courts have liberally construed these provisions.\(^\text{176}\)

The statute of limitations for private party contribution actions is found at Section 113(g)(3) of CERCLA. That section provides:

No action for contribution for any response, costs or damages may be commenced more than three years after--(a) the date of judgment in any action under this chapter for recovery of such costs of damages, or (b) the date of an administrative order under § 922(g) of this title (relating to de minimus settlements) or 9622(h) of this title (relating to cost recovery settlements) or entry of a judicially approved settlement with respect to such costs or damages.\(^\text{177}\)

Courts are split as to whether cost recovery and contribution actions are mutually exclusive remedies. Those courts that hold that cost recovery and contribution actions are mutually exclusive have found that cost recovery actions may only be brought by "innocent" parties,\(^\text{178}\) which has the effect of limiting such actions to those brought by the state and federal governments. Other courts hold that the cost recovery and contribution actions are not mutually exclusive and allow private parties to allege both cost recovery and contribution claims in private party litigation under CERCLA.\(^\text{179}\) The split in the circuits is significant for two reasons. Cost recovery actions may impose joint and several liability for the entire cost of the cleanup upon the defendants of such suits, whereas contribution action requires damages to be apportioned.\(^\text{177}\)

The second area of significance, for statute of limitations purposes, is that in those jurisdictions that hold the actions to be mutually exclusive, private party cleanup actions must be judged under the more rigorous 3-year statute of limitations for contribution actions.\(^\text{180}\) As a result, resolution of this split in the circuits in favor of finding cost recovery and contribution actions to be mutually exclusive remedies would be a major victory for those defending against CERCLA claims brought by private parties, eliminating the in terrorem effect of the imposition of joint and several liability, as well as the shortening of the limitations period.

All of these defenses discussed can be used by transit agencies if the facts allow it. These defenses are defenses against initial liability after being named as a PRP. If one of these defenses is not available to an agency, or if such defense fails, more defenses are available at a different stage of the litigation. Because courts may apportion liability for costs among the many defendants, transit agencies may assert equitable defenses.

E. DEFENSES AVAILABLE IN THE APPORTIONMENT PHASE OF A CERCLA ACTION--EQUITABLE APPORTIONMENT

Once a transit agency has been found potentially responsible as an owner/operator, a generator, or a transporter, the next concern is how to defend itself in the apportionment phase of the litigation. Liability for damages under CERCLA can be joint and several.\(^\text{181}\) However, CERCLA also provides that the court may allocate response costs among liable parties using such equitable factors as the court determines are appropriate.\(^\text{182}\) Because the cleanup costs involved in environmental actions can run into millions of dollars, responsible parties will want to vigorously pursue equitable apportionment of damages. Generally, a volumetric allocation of each party's wastes is constructed from the site facility's disposal records to arrive at each PRP's percentage share of waste at the site. That percentage is then applied to the various costs and estimated costs of cleanup to determine a PRP's share of responsibility. A premium may also be added to certain costs to account for the risk of increased future costs and potential remedy failure.

I. The Gore Factors

Six equitable factors that courts often use were delineated in an unsuccessful amendment to CERCLA proposed by then-Representative Albert Gore.\(^\text{183}\) These "Gore factors" may be considered along with any other equitable factors as a means to deviate from a strict volumetric allocation. Transit agencies will want to keep them in mind during the apportionment stage of the litigation.
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The first factor is the ability of a party to demonstrate that the party's contribution to a release or disposal of hazardous waste can be distinguished from those of other parties. The parties may be able to distinguish their release in one of several ways. A party can distinguish its disposal from others by attempting to sever the harm done at the site. For example, a party who has disposed of only one contaminant at a site where several contaminants are found may argue that it should only be liable for cleanup for damage from the one contaminant it released. Parties may also distinguish their contribution when the site can be severed geographically, and when the party only disposed of waste in one specific area of the site. Accurate record keeping is imperative to asserting this equitable defense.

The second Gore factor is the amount of hazardous waste involved in cleanup at the site. Parties may attempt to distinguish their harm from others based on the volume of waste disposed on the site. This defense is desirable when a party can prove it only disposed of a small portion of the total waste found at the site. Again, this approach can only be effective when a party has kept thorough and accurate records of the volume of hazardous waste disposed of at the site.

The third equitable defense examines the toxicity of the hazardous waste at the site. The defense is based on the idea that those who release substances that are more toxic are more responsible for the hazardous conditions they created.

The fourth equitable defense is the degree of involvement by the parties in the generation, transportation, treatment, storage, or disposal of hazardous waste. As discussed with the categories under which a party may be liable, the key will be the ability to control the disposal. Although active participation in selection of a site and disposal of hazardous waste will almost certainly indicate liability, intentional ignorance on the part of a party who has the ability to control the disposal will not shield the party from liability. However, the courts may take into account the equitable defense of one who had little or no involvement in the process, and who, in fact, had no ability to correct matters.

Fifth, the court may view as an equitable defense the degree of care exercised by the parties in the handling of the hazardous waste concerned. The court will also take into account the character of such waste. Parties who negligently or carelessly handle hazardous waste will be viewed more harshly by courts than a party who exercises care and follows applicable guidelines. Transit agencies should note, however, that following guidelines for disposal can be an equitable defense to lessen their share of damages, but will not necessarily shield that party from liability completely.

Under the sixth Gore factor, the courts may consider the degree of cooperation by the parties with federal, state, and local officials to prevent harm to public health or the environment. Cooperation in cleanup will be favorably looked upon by courts. Cooperation will also make the cleanup process easier for the transit agency.

The Gore factors are by no means an exhaustive list of equitable defenses in a contribution action. The legislative intent behind the broad language in Section 113(f)(1) of CERCLA was to give the court flexibility in exercising its discretion in each case. The purpose of the allocation stage of a CERCLA action is to place the costs of response on those responsible for creating the hazardous condition. Attempting to allocate costs in this way creates a fact-sensitive inquiry. For this reason, allocation of costs must be made on a case-by-case basis.

Courts must look at the totality of the circumstances and may use several, few, or only one determining factor in apportioning the costs of cleanup. In addition to the Gore factors, courts may also look to:

- The financial resources of the party,
- The party's knowledge of environmental problems at the facility,
- The party's awareness of the environmental risks undertaken,
- The financial interests a party had in the site,
- The efforts made by a party to prevent harm to the public, and
- The party's good faith attempts to reach a settlement.

In a Seventh Circuit decision on apportionment, the court looked at only one factor—the party's relative fault. In Environmental Transportation Systems, Inc. v. ENSCO, a power company contracted with a transporter to haul transformers that contained PCB-laced mineral oil for disposal at a site. The transporter did not participate in the decision to haul the transformers without first draining them. En route, the truck was involved in a one-vehicle accident in which the truck flipped over on one side, spilling approximately 100 gallons of PCB-laced oil. The driver of the truck, an employee of the transporter, was found to be at fault for the accident and was cited for driving too fast. The spill required cleanup of the PCBs along the highway.

---
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The district court held that the transporter was responsible for all of the cleanup costs incurred as a result of the accident. The court reasoned that even if the transformers were improperly loaded, the sole cause of the accident was the employee driving too fast. Because the court used this one equitable factor, the power company was not required to incur any of the cleanup costs. This case demonstrates how one solid equitable defense can be used to shift apportionment of the damages from one party to another.

Because the equitable defenses discussed are so fact sensitive, a transportation agency should not feel limited to only those equitable defenses discussed here. An agency certainly should use any of the Gore factors or other defenses that are appropriate for the fact situation. In addition to those defenses, the agency may find other equitable defenses in the facts of its situation. Any defense that will help spread out the costs of a cleanup can be beneficial.

F. PREVENTIVE MEASURES THAT TRANSIT AGENCIES SHOULD TAKE TO AVOID CERCLA LIABILITY

Knowing what defenses are available in an environmental lawsuit is important, but equally important to an agency is knowing what incidents trigger lawsuits and how to best protect itself against future lawsuits. Transit agencies will want to examine their current practices with regard to hazardous waste handling to see what practices are good and what practices may need to be changed or updated. Several steps can be taken to help an agency manage its hazardous waste risks. Other steps may be taken to show at a later date why the agency's liability should be limited. Discussed below are some of the steps and strategies currently used by transit agencies that responded to the questionnaire, including careful documentation, due diligence, and indemnification agreements.

1. Documentation of Waste Streams of a Potentially Hazardous Nature

If careful documentation of wastes hauled is not already part of a transit agency's business practice, it should be. Careful and thorough records can help an agency defend against a future suit in several ways. Records of what sites were used may even help avoid initial liability if the agency can show that the site in question was not used or was used only for nonhazardous substances. Even if liability cannot be avoided, accurate records will be reliable proof of an agency's waste handling practices. They can show the degree of care exercised by the agency, and will help in the apportionment phase of future litigation. For example, all agencies are required to maintain an MSDS on any potentially hazardous substances. By carefully maintaining the MSDS, the documents can be easily reviewed at a future date to identify the type and amount of waste handled. Agencies should also keep track of what their potential waste stream is. In other words, they should keep track of what comes in and what goes out of the agency, as well as the parties who ultimately dispose of the waste.

The agency should keep records of what type of waste is being handled. Clear, accurate records of what waste is being transported could help a defense if a future cleanup action is for a material different than what the agency hauled. The records could also help indicate the degree of toxicity of waste hauled. If the agency can show that the materials hauled were of a low degree of toxicity, this information could help lower the agency's apportioned share of cleanup. Also, thorough records can help prove the volume of waste hauled to a particular site.

2. Due Diligence on Reclaimers/Recyclers and Other Waste Disposal Companies

Transit agencies should monitor the practices of those with whom the agency does business. For example, when an agency uses a recycler for disposing of waste oil, the agency should choose a company that recycles properly and in compliance with all pertinent environmental regulations. When disposing of other wastes, an agency should examine the waste handling practices of any landfill or disposal site used. Transit agencies should start by asking the recycling center if it has been licensed or been issued a permit by the EPA or any state regulatory agencies. Recycling centers may be required to display certification stickers or otherwise indicate they are licensed. Agencies could also place a call to their local solid waste management agency, to the state environmental agency, or to the EPA office for the appropriate region. Using one of these simple steps as a preventive measure could help flag any potential problems with the recycling center used by the agency.

3. Indemnification Agreements

Although a transit agency cannot contract away its liability under CERCLA, transit agencies may wish to consider contractual ways to reduce their portion of payment for a cleanup. One avenue to consider is an indemnification agreement. For example, a transit agency that contracts with a generator to haul waste to a disposal or treatment facility might want to include a provision that requires the generator to indemnify the agency for any future payments for cleanup as a result of that contract.

In conjunction with an indemnity clause, transit agencies may want to include a clause in the contract that specifically states which party has chosen the disposal or treatment site. Such a clause could help an agency avoid liability as a transporter, if the agency did not help select the site.

The indemnification agreement could be used any time a transit agency contracts with another party to handle hazardous substances. An important caveat to note is
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that an indemnification agreement will not shield an agency from initial liability. The agreement may not even prevent the agency from out-of-pocket expenses in cleanup. What the indemnification agreement will do is provide a basis that the transit agency can use to recover the monies it has spent from the waste disposal entity who agreed to indemnify the transit agency.

G. MEASURES TO TAKE WHEN A CLAIM IS MADE

Even utilizing all preventive measures available, transportation agencies are still likely to become involved in some CERCLA litigation. Suits can involve agencies' actions and practices from many years ago, including suits involving practices from pre-enactment times. When an agency does get sued under environmental laws, the agency must act quickly. The faster that an agency can assess the facts and develop a strategy, the more likely a viable defense can be formed and settlement options can be considered.

1. Document Search and Retrieval to Determine Potential Fact Witnesses

In the previous section, the importance of accurate and thorough record keeping was discussed as a preventive measure. Past record keeping can greatly help a transportation agency facing a lawsuit. An agency being sued should begin gathering all pertinent documents and records relating to the suit as soon as possible.

Employment records could be useful in identifying potential fact witnesses. These could include drivers who hauled waste to facilities or persons who negotiated deals to haul waste. Former employees may be helpful in determining what types of waste were hauled and can testify as to the agency's waste handling practices.

Another group of helpful documents are transportation logs. Obviously the more detailed the logs, the more useful the logs could potentially be. The logs can help an agency show the number of times the agency used a facility. They could show the amount of waste disposed and the type of waste disposed. This type of evidence could be especially important if the agency anticipates a divisibility of harm issue with regard to its proportional amount of the waste found at the site, degrees of toxicity, or type of waste. Such logs may also indicate if only a certain part of the facility was used to bolster a divisibility by geographical area argument.

Additionally, documents such as the contracts to haul the waste or the bids can help defend against initial liability as a transporter if those records show that the agency had no input in choosing a site. Similarly, documents relating to the purchase of a piece of property by or under threat of condemnation can help avoid liability as an owner. Even if all the records found do not help with a defense to liability or apportionment, an immediate review and assessment of the records can help the agency determine potential exposure to liability. An early grasp of the facts will aid the agency in reaching an equitable settlement.

2. Gather all Potentially Applicable Insurance Policies

Another important measure to take when sued is to gather all insurance policies that may potentially provide coverage for defense of the suit or indemnity against liability. Once the policies are gathered, the agency and its attorneys must look at the language of the policies to determine if the policies protect against environmental liabilities. If there is any prospect of coverage, the carrier(s) should be notified immediately.

Many transportation agencies have standard comprehensive general liability policies. Many of these policies contain pollution exclusions on which insurance companies base their denial of coverage and even denial of defense. Because of the great expense involved in defending environmental suits and the potential for a large amount of liability for cleanup, holders of these policies are fighting insurance companies as to the extent of these exclusions.

A recent trio of Indiana cases has helped clarify the extent of such policy exclusions in that state. In Seymour Manufacturing Co. v. Commercial Union Ins. Co., the court held that an insurance company has a duty to defend a policyholder if any prospect of coverage is present because of ambiguous policy language. The court reasoned that the duty to defend is broader than the duty to indemnify. Insurance companies must provide a defense unless and until they prove that no coverage exists. This decision is beneficial to transportation agencies because the initial legal costs of defense must be borne by their insurance carriers unless and until the insurance company successfully proves that no coverage exists under an agency's specific policy.

In Dana Corp. v. Hartford Accident & Indemnity Co., the court held that the duty of an insurance company to defend applies to any coercive environmental proceeding, including administrative proceedings. The trial court reasoned that the term "suits" encompasses administrative actions such as formal enforcement proceedings, demand letters, or legal notices under environmental statutes, in addition to lawsuits filed in court. Also, the court in Dana held the insurance company liable for indemnity of cleanup costs despite the insurance company's argument that cleanup costs are "repairs" and not "damages" covered by the policy. The court reasoned that the term "damages" was undefined by the policy and therefore should be given its plain, nontechnical meaning. Under this case, transportation agencies may be able to take advantage of their insurance carrier's duty to defend in any environmental proceeding, not just formal lawsuits. The decision may also curtail insurance
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companies' arguments that cleanup costs are not "damages" under policies.

The third case that looked at the extent of insurance companies' responsibilities under general liability policies was American States Ins. Co. v. Kiger.200 In a suit by the Indiana Department of Environmental Management, the court ruled that the insurance company had to defend and indemnify a defendant for the costs of cleaning up a gasoline release from a gas station. In so ruling, the Indiana Supreme Court decided two issues: What was the proper construction of the "sudden and accidental" pollution exclusion prevalent in policies issued between 1970 and 1986, and whether gasoline for retail sale is a pollutant under absolute pollution exclusions prevalent after 1986.201

The court construed a sudden and accidental pollution exclusion in the policy as not barring coverage for unintentional environmental contamination.202 In the policy in question, coverage was excluded if the contamination is "sudden and accidental." The court rejected that "sudden" is only interpreted as "all at once." The court reasoned that "sudden" can also mean "unexpected," and therefore the term is ambiguous.203 Reasoning that ambiguous terms in insurance policies are interpreted in favor of the insured and against the insurer who drafted the policy, the court found that "sudden" means "unexpected" even if the release is gradual.204 A transit agency could use similar arguments in favor of coverage, if that agency has a similarly worded policy.

The court also looked at an absolute pollution exclusion clause commonly used in policies issued after 1986. The policy at issue was a garage policy with a broadly worded definition of "pollutant." The policy did not specifically list gasoline as a pollutant. The court found that coverage existed despite the absolute pollution exclusion because, if read literally, the language would negate nearly all coverage purchased.205 The court reasoned that if an insurance company intends a garage liability policy to exclude coverage for leaked gasoline, the policy's language must be explicit.206

The holding in Kiger could be valuable to transportation agencies that store gasoline on their property for use in their vehicles. A scrutiny of insurance policies held by the agency may reveal gaps in exclusionary clauses like those found in this trio of Indiana cases. Examination of policies held may help an agency defeat an initial denial of coverage by an insurance company. It is important to note that different states may interpret these policies in different ways. An examination of an agency's state laws should be conducted to determine the extent of its insurer's responsibilities.

3. Notify Insurance Carrier Immediately

The first thing that a transportation agency should do after receiving notice of an environmental claim against it is to notify its insurance carrier(s) immediately. In a claim dating back a number of years or for conduct by the agency spanning a considerable length of time, it is likely that more than one carrier may be potentially responsible to provide coverage. Where the policy covers a specific period of time, the policy is considered to be an "occurrence based" policy, and any number of policies may be potentially on the risk. The earlier carriers are notified, the earlier a coverage determination can be made. If one or more insurance companies finds coverage, conditionally or unconditionally, it will hire counsel to help with the defense of the case. If each of the insurance companies denies coverage, the agency is on its own to provide a defense and will need to obtain legal assistance to determine whether the insurance companies' denials of coverage were justifiable, to help with the fact and document gathering, and to timely appear and respond to the complaint. Whether hired by the insurance company or agency, an agency should assemble the experts needed to guide it through the time consuming and complex factual and legal issues that invariably arise.

CONCLUSIONS

Knowledge of CERCLA and how it may affect transit agencies is the first step in preventing an environmental lawsuit. This knowledge will also assist transit agencies in responding to any lawsuit or action that may arise. In addition, an examination of state laws and regulations may be necessary to obtain a full understanding of today's complex environmental laws. An understanding of the basic purpose and structure of these laws will give agencies the ability to spot issues of potential concern, as well as some guidance in resolving them. Knowing what to do when involved with environmental issues may prevent an environmental lawsuit. If a lawsuit is imminent, however, such knowledge is the first step toward reaching an equitable result.
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